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ABSTRACT
Enterprise management systems still use Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) systems to
determine the batch size of production lots. Using this methodology exacerbates the impact of
setup time on the supply chain. High volume production activities enable the production of high
value products to customers but they also bring a variety of challenges to the shop floor. High
volume efficiency comes with a variety of inflexibility problems. Changing from one product to
another can be highly problematic and expensive in terms of waste and unproductive time;
therefore, the economic order quantity turns out to be very large causing poor responsiveness and
requiring high inventory levels. This has been recognized for more than two decades and the
practice of setup reduction has taken on a number of systematic approaches, the most notable
called SMED (or Single Minute Exchange of Dies). The focus of SMED is to reduce from hours
to minutes the time required to move from producing one product to another. This research
develops a methodology to analyze and redesign the setup process, at a high volume production
system of the Latin American production facilities, of a global leading multinational company in
the health and hygiene industry. A detailed description of the setup process is provided as the
process is currently conducted.

The time and resources required for the setup are also

documented so that better setup solutions can be derived. Finally, a redesign of the setup process
is provided and validated. The new design reduces the mechanical time for setup from 3 hours to
1 hour.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
―If we reduce batch sizes by half, we also reduce by half the time it will take to
process a batch. That means we reduce queue and wait by half as well. Reduce
those by half, and we reduce by about half the total time parts spend in the plant.
Reduce the time parts spend in the plant and our total lead time condenses. And
with faster turn-around on orders, customers get their orders faster‖ - Goldratt
(1984).
The main objective of supply chain management is to maximize the efficiency of a
supply chain system while increasing the responsiveness to customers. In order to maintain a high
service level companies often incur high inventory costs and inefficiencies in procurement or
production to keep the lot sizes at a flexible level. According to the Economic Order Quantity
(EOQ) model, Harris (1913), there is a relation between the lot size, the inventory cost and the
setup cost. One way to reduce both, lot size, which increases responsiveness and inventory which
improves efficiency, is to reduce changeover time and cost. The changeover process is composed
of two stages; the setup, where the machine is modified to have the new product configuration,
and the startup, where the first trials are produced until the machine is stabilized to the standard
quality and production rate. Although setup reduction concepts were developed as part of the Just
in Time thinking principles in the 1960´s in Japan, Santos (2006), high volume machines are still
designed focusing on the production rate, cost and scope, and in many cases ignoring the need for
changeover. On the one hand, it is still very difficult to change between different products making
them very inflexible. On the other hand, the market is forcing companies to become more focused
on different brands, and consumers demand more unique products, therefore there is a high
proliferation of low volume SKU´s increasing the number of changes per machine.
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1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this research are to gather information concerning setup requirements
so as to determine the true economic impact of setup on their production activities. Once setup is
fully understood, from the stand point of both changeover and sanitary requirements, analysis of
the current setup techniques can be undertaken. Design alternatives that will reduce the amount
of work required for setup are developed and analyzed in order to determine if they can be
successfully included within the complex process of producing infant care products. Finally, the
economics of these modifications is investigated to potentially include them in the future design
of infant care production equipment.
Enterprise Requirement Planning (ERP) systems still use Economic Order Quantity
(EOQ) systems to determine the batch size of production lots. For processes that have long setup
times and costs, this methodology focuses on reducing the number of changeovers and severely
limits the dynamics of the production system. The EOQ or Economic Batch Size (EBS) model
provides the following relationship, Harris (1913).
EBS =

2 C f T setup D
CI

Equation 1

Where:
Cf

Is the cost per unit time associated with changing batches.

Tsetup

Is the time required to setup a system.

D

Is the demand.

C

Is the cost of the product.

I

Is the interest or carrying rate.

A typical diaper machine might have a changeover time of more than 5 hours and an
hourly cost of more than $2100/ hour. The result is that the numerator of this expression is large
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and produces very high batch quantities.

These large batches limit the flexibility of the

production system.
Setup time reduction is one of the critical components of any Lean Manufacturing
system. As Shingo (1985) notes, ―setup represents a significant waste of both human and
machine resources‖. His work in Japan brought setup times in the automobile industry from more
than a day to minutes.

This has been one of the foundations for the Toyota Production

philosophy, Shingo (1981), where press working equipment had gone unproductive for more than
a day while these machines were setup for different products. Noteworthy savings in production
time and resources have been immediate. Enhanced flexibility of the production systems has also
been realized. His techniques have been well documented and implemented throughout the
world.

1.2 Problem magnitude
Diapers are produced in high speed machines which can make more than 700 diapers per
minute; therefore each unproductive hour represents more than 42,000 diapers that are not
produced. The machines that were analyzed operate in a full capacity environment; this means
that the demand is higher than the production capacity, therefore each diaper that is not produced
represents an opportunity cost. As mentioned before, every idle hour represents a loss of $ 2,100.
As it is shown in Figure 1-1, it takes on average 3 hr to setup the machine and 1.4 hr for startup,
as it can be appreciated at Figure 1-2, thus each changeover lasts on average 4.4 hr. As shown in
Figure 1-3, each machine has on average 2.4 changeovers each month, representing around 11
idle hours per month, which costs US$ 280,000 per year. However the analyzed production
facility had four machines facing a similar problem, therefore the company was spending more
than one million dollars only during the changeovers.
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Figure 1-1: Histogram of setup times in minutes
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Figure 1-2: Histogram for startup times in minutes
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Figure 1-3: Histogram of changeover frequency per month
CHANGEOVERS PER MONTH
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1.3 SMED: Single Minute Exchange of Die
The SMED method Shingo (1985) will be used as the starting point for this work. The
phrase of single minute exchange of die means that a changeover should take less than ten
minutes, in other words the single minute refers to a single digit minutes. This is one of the Lean
production methods to reduce waste in industry, and its contribution is provided by a systematic
and efficient process to reduce the machine changeover work and time.
SMED is a four stage process that uses eight techniques to reduce on average the setup
time by more than 70% of its original time for typical systems.
The four stages described by Shingo are:
Stage 0:

Internal and external setup conditions are not distinguished. Overall

changeover process analysis
Stage 1:

Separating internal and external setup
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Stage 2:

Converting internal to external setup

Stage 3:

Streamlining of all aspects of the setup operation

The eight techniques are:
1. Separating internal from external setup operation
2. Converting internal to external setup
3. Standardize function, not shape
4. Use functional clamps or eliminate fasteners altogether
5. Use intermediate jigs
6. Adopt parallel operations
7. Eliminate adjustments
8. Mechanization
To understand these conceptual stages, it is important to differentiate between internal
and external operations. An internal operation is an operation that can only be performed while
the machine is stopped, thus it is considered unproductive. An external operation can be
performed while the machine is running without disturbing the normal operation of the machine.
During stage 0, all operations are mixed up and not differentiated; therefore, what can be done
externally it is performed while the machine is not running. At stage 1, the operations are
identified and classified as internal and external.

This allows the removal of all external

operations from the setup, so that they are conducted while the machine is running, before or after
the setup. Shingo estimated that during stages 0 and 1, the time reduction could be between 30%
and 50% without any significant investment. The third stage, or stage 2 according to Shingo´s
classification, consists on converting internal into external operations. This stage requires some
modification of the components and processes in order to restructure the setup. Therefore, this
stage requires some investment, like adapting permanent cranes, buying extra components and
creating frames to enclose the components and transform them into a module that can easily be
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removed and replaced. This is made possible by having the additional module ready and
calibrated for the new format. Finally at stage 3, all the tasks are analyzed in order to improve
them, paying special attention to what was left as internal operations. Figure 1-4 shows how the
setup time is reduced as the process passes from one stage to the next one.
Figure 1-4: Setup time reduction at different SMED stages

Conceptual Stages and Time %
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
STAGE 0
INTERNAL

STAGE 1
EXTERNAL

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

CHANGE OVER

Although it is not specified in Shingo´s SMED book (1985), there are many Industrial
Engineering and Lean tools that can, and should be applied during the different stages to obtain a
better and faster result, as established by Dirk Van Goubergen (2001), when they proposed a six
stage setup improvement process.

1.4 Industrial Engineering and Lean tools for SMED.
To obtain better and faster benefits from the SMED methodology, other techniques, tools
and processes should be considered, as well as SMED. Many of these techniques come from
kaizen (continuous improvement), JIT philosophy, and Lean concepts and from the Toyota
production system Santos (2007). Continuous improvement is based on employee’s suggestions
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to know and understand the core of the problem, and obtain alternative solutions. The Lean tools
recommended to complement SMED are:
1.4.1 5S and Workplace Organization
The 5 S´s method gets its name from five Japanese words which describe a five step
process. These words were translated into five English words that have the same meaning and
also begin with S. the five steps and words are (First word in Japanese followed by the English
translation):
Seiri, Sort - easily identify what is required from unnecessary
Seiton, Straighten or Set - Keep needed items at an easily and immediately accessible
location.
Seisō, Shine – Keep the working area clear and clean
Seiketsu, Standardize – perform tasks in a standardized manner
Shitsuke, Sustain – maintain the optimal process
1.4.2 Visual Factory
Physical impediments to reach the working area are removed; each tool, component and
fixture has a storage place that allows fast accessibility. Every task and tool is self contained and
explained.
1.4.3 Value Stream and Sub Process Mapping
Diagram of all actions (value added and non value added) required for performing a
changeover.
1.4.4 TPM – Total Productive Maintenance
A structured maintenance program to ensure the quality of machines, components,
accessories and tools.
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1.5 Key Words Definition
1.5.1 Changeover: Process of changing the required conditions of the equipment
between the productions of one product up to the production of an alternative product at specified
production and quality rates. The changeover contains the following periods or stages: 1) Setup
and 2) Run-up or startup, McIntosh (1996)
1.5.2 Changeover time: Time required for completing the changeover process.
1.5.3 Setup: Setup is the part of the changeover process where the features of the
equipment are modified according to the new product requirements, either by removing and
replacing components or by modifying the settings of the equipment. A rough-cut setting of the
adjustments is required during the setup period so no manufacturing occurs McIntosh (1996).
These activities are also considered internal tasks.
Run-up or startup: Run-up is the process of setting and adjusting the equipment and
producing and inspecting the first trials until the specified production rates and product quality
are reached McIntosh (1996)
1.5.5 Internal tasks: Internal tasks are the set of activities and process(es) that must be
performed while the machine is stopped; these activities are analogous to the setup tasks,
McIntosh (1996)
1.5.6 External tasks: External tasks are the set of activities and process(es) that can be
performed while the machine is running. For the sake of this work, only the tasks related to the
changeover should be considered under this classification, McIntosh (1996)
1.5.7 SKU: Stock Keeping Unit (SKU), for the purpose of this thesis refers to each good
produced at the machines being analyzed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
It has been over twenty-five years since Shingo´s book, A revolution in Manufacturing:
The SMED System was published Shingo (1985). This book explained the SMED methodology
developed in Japan between 1950 up to the 1980´s. Since the SMED system was revealed, it has
been used by many researchers to improve manufacturing processes and gain productivity,
efficiency and flexibility.
In this chapter a discussion of the relevant work on setup reduction will be presented.
Even though industrial engineering pioneers, like Frederick Taylor and Henry Ford, developed
techniques for gaining efficiency on setups by standardizing the productive processes, eliminating
waste and reducing inventory, Levinson (2002), it was not until the Lean Tools were developed in
Japan that the systematic methodology for setup improvement was conceptualized, capturing
special role in production management. According to Iwao Kobayashi (1995), SMED is
considered key number 5 and is also one of the Just in time (JIT) thinking principles. If a
company wants to implement JIT, the setup time should be reduced in order to reduce the lot
sizes, setup more frequently and produce at the frequency required by the customer. An
appropriate target for a SMED implementation is to reduce the setup time by 75%, Hay (1987).
Lean was first used in manufacturing by John Krafcik (1988) where the main components are
based on three concepts: Muri, planning of the process, Mura, eliminate inconsistency (improve
quality), and Muda, eliminate the operations that do not add value to the process (waste). Ohno
Taiichi, Eiji Toyoda and Shingo Shigeo developed the Toyota production system between 1948
and 1975, and Shingo (1981) identified seven forms of waste:
1. Transportation: unnecessary and inefficient moving of materials – Long distances, use
of inadequate equipment, moving excess of material, etc.
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2. Inventory: Components, work in process and finished goods that are not being
processed.
3. Motion: People and components moving more than what is required to perform the
work.
4. Waiting: Idle time waiting for the required conditions to start the planned task
5. Over Production: Production over the required demand
6. Over Processing: Extra work required due to inefficient design or methods.
7. Defects: Reprocessing or eliminating materials already processed.
Karlsson (1996) stated: ―Lean should be seen as a direction, rather than as a state to be
reached after a certain time and, therefore, the focus lies on the changes in determinants, not on
their actual values‖. The goal for implementing Lean production is to increase productivity,
enhance quality, shorten lead times, reduce cost, etc. The Lean production philosophy is to lower
costs through the elimination of waste, everything that does not add value to the product, or
something that the customer is not willing to pay for. One of the most important sources of waste
is inventory, and one of the most efficient ways to minimize inventory is by reducing the down
time for machines and by reducing lot sizes, this can be achieved by implementing the SMED
technique. The economic order quantity EOQ, Harris (1913), also known as the Wilson formula,
since R.H.Wilson was the consultant that applied it in a widespread way, defines a relation
between the acquisition, lost sales and inventory costs with respect to a specific demand;
therefore as the order size increases, so does the inventory cost.
The objective of operational cost reduction, by minimizing the number of setups has
become obsolete, due to the consequences and linked costs like excess of inventory and poor
service level. McIntosh (2001) stated that in mass production there are new and wider criteria of
competitiveness. Since prices and profits have been reduced, mass production companies have to
focus on efficiency to survive. On the other hand modern customers and markets are demanding a
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wider variety of goods, forcing the manufacturers to increase the number of changeovers and
reduce the production batch size without affecting the productivity Blau (1994); thus companies
are forced to become more flexible. Flexibility is defined as the ability to change the product
being manufactured with little penalty in time, effort, cost and performance Upton (1995).
Groover (2008), considered automation as part of the setup tasks in order to achieve what he
called flexible automation, where various mixes of schedules and parts can be produced instead
of requiring that they be made by batches.
McIntosh (2001) stated the following benefits for a reduced setup time: Reduced
equipment downtime, inventory, resources and increase flexibility and process control. Esrock
(1985) identified the following benefits: 1. reduced cost per setup, 2. reduced annual setup costs,
3. smaller lot sizes, 4. lower finished parts inventory, 5. lower work-in-process inventory, 6.
lower safety stock levels, 7. reduced space requirements, 8. shorter run, queue, and lead times, 9.
greater productive capacity, 10 .higher throughput, 11. greater plant flexibility, 12.iImproved
forecast accuracy, 13. lower factory overhead, 14. increased productivity and 15. increased
profitability. Cavinato (1991) referring to setup cost noted that: ―The ripple effect is tremendous:
less storage, less time between production runs, less time customers wait for their goods, more
produce-to-order and less produce-to-stock, easier ability to customize goods for customers…‖ he
also mentioned that it might generate a positive effect on the cash cycle and reduce working
capital by reducing the lead time.
Shingo´s (1985) book is considered a reference book for a changeover improvement
program; however, there have been further contributions that complement and combine the
SMED methodology with other Industrial Engineering, Information Technology and Lean Tools,
principles and concepts, achieving better and more efficient results.
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A year after the SMED book was launched, Johansen (1986) established that SMED is
powered with the specific information and suggestions gained from the people closest to the
situation, using their experience to eliminate waste and optimize the setup.
McIntosh (1996), promoted the importance of the design role, in a changeover improvement
program. Modifying the processes provides a natural usability ensuring the process conduction in
an efficient way. Many times the floor shop people do not see the real benefit in the changeover
time reduction and managers fail to communicate it. Therefore, if the changeover improvement
requires rigorous process analysis and complicated tasks, there will be a natural tendency to
revert back to the less efficient practices. When the tools, components and processes are
redesigned, the natural usability will ensure the sustainability of the improvement. Culley (2003)
analyzed the problems of sustaining the reduced changeover time and why some companies fail
or succeed in maintaining the optimized process. The research presented an overview of the
issues which influence the reduced changeover time sustainability, classifying them as managerial
and organizational issues, where there is a high motivation for maintaining best practices
behavior, training people and orient the business focus towards the setup. The paper also
proposed seven factors that influence sustaining changeover gains, where the use of design to
modify the tools and equipment was the biggest contributor to both gaining and sustaining. Also,
maintaining pressure for reducing changeover times was provided as a good contribution.
Milehan (1999) developed a set of design for changeover rules that impact the product,
machine, tooling and system design and consider the areas of securing, location, adjustment, tool
movement and cleaning/purring and access. Applying design improvement combined with
Milehan’s methodology provides a better solution than improving methodology by itself and it
enhances sustainability. Van Goubergen (2001) also considered the importance of design for a
quick changeover, and proposed an extended set of rules to design equipment using the quick
changeover methodologies, which starts from the rules proposed by Milehan (1999). They
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complemented the technical aspects of equipment design with the importance of the setup
methods. In this research the authors noted that it is better to face the setup problem from the
design perspective instead of trying to improve existing equipment. The rules are grouped using
the following categories: simplification, standardization, securing, location and adjustment,
handling – movements, offline activities, machine lines, methods and organization. In order to
implement the proposed designing rules, industrial engineering tools should be used like a multiactivity chart and diagram, routing diagrams and a complete set of instructions for the operators.
A year later, Van Goubergen (2002) presented a detailed explanation of each rule and showed
with sixty cases of machines that were in use at the time of a specific setup reduction project, that
if they had been designed using the proposed rules, most of the optimized setup tasks would not
have been required.
Reik (2006) created a formal design for changeover methodology, which provides
designers guidelines to design flexible and responsive hardware. The nine-step methodology
gives the necessary elements for design for changeover. The steps are presented in 2 phases.
Phase 1 – analyzing and presenting the issues, Identifying drivers, elements, relationships and
evaluating design. Phase 2 – making improvements, create design improvement concepts,
evaluate proposed concepts with the best cost / benefit ratio.
McIntosh (2007) conceptualized two fundamental changeover mechanisms reinterpreted
from the classical SMED methodology. After the SMED stage 0 where the current changeover
process is audited, the first improvement is obtained by reallocating when the tasks occur. Here is
where based on SMED principles the internal operations are reallocated into external operations.
The second concept is to seek improvement by altering existing tasks, this concept uses design to
simplify, reduce or eliminate the changeover time.
McIntosh (1997) identified the importance of implementing a setup reduction program
independent from other production improvement programs, like total productive maintenance
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(TPM). Although a setup reduction plan (SUR) can be considered as part of a TPM, since many
tasks, tools and processes are similar, due to its nature, it should be considered as an independent
program in order to understand each initiative’s potential contribution, and avoid conflicts in their
implementation. Before attempting to implement either a TPM or a SUR initiative, it is important
to identify its overall contribution for the business. Since the only focus of TPM in changeover is
related to reduce the waste during startups, which is only one of the SUR objectives, it does not
consider all the benefits of having a quick changeover and it does not get the deserved focus.
Managers sometime are not aware of the overall contribution of a setup reduction plan for the
organization objectives, thus they do not consider it as a priority. Then, McIntosh (1999) affirmed
that since TPM and SUR are correlated, the developed techniques for a setup reduction can also
be applied for a TPM; also a poor setup process will damage the machine parts and increase the
need for maintenance. On the other hand as the condition of the machine components, tools and
accessories decrease in terms of quality, the setup tasks become more difficult and this also
affects the startup activities. Then McIntosh (2000) concludes that if a setup reduction program is
only focused on SMED techniques, there is an opportunity loss for using other improvement
techniques that might work better. Specially for stages two and three, improvement options and
design actions that modify the task are required to ensure an optimal solution, exploring the best
alternative out of a wider set of possible solutions than if only SMED was applied. Trovinger and.
Bohn (2005) combined SMED with modern IT tools like wireless terminals, bar codes and
databases when they examined the setup time reduction for printed circuit board assembly. In
their research, they developed a computer based modular system that used barcode technology,
wireless portable data terminals, PCs and relational database as part of the streamlining of all the
remaining internal tasks. The concept of modularity defined by SMED made the system easier to
develop and to train the operators.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This research attempts to develop procedures, tools and the related equipment to redesign
the changeover operations by implementing SMED on diaper production machines. A case
method is utilized to illustrate the analysis and results. The research is based on one of the largest
infant care production facilities of Latin America; and more specifically, on a modular diaper
machine.

The objective of the project is to analyze all setup activities and then identify

opportunities to modify the setup process(es) with a focus on developing better tools, accessories
and different machine components in order to reduce the inoperative time due to setting up the
diaper machines for a different product. A methodology to analyze the machine and processes
related to the changeover for further development of SMED techniques will be described as part
of the method and results.
The diaper machines are designed to produce a single product for long periods, which are
the product/process requirements of the countries where the machines are designed, e.g., the USA
and China. In Latin American facilities, there is a Gap between the requirements and the machine
capabilities. For Latin America, the demand per geographic area is low, so the machines are
changed for different products far more frequently, loosing many productive hours.
The changeover process currently takes around five hours, and it consists of two parts; 1)
the setup process, which takes around three hours, and 2) the startup process that takes around 2
hours. The present research is only focused only on the setup, and the startup is left for future
research. The reason why the study is split and the setup is analyzed first is because there is a
correlation between the startup requirements and the setup activities, and if the setup process is
significantly altered, it will potentially change the startup as well.
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The setup is the set of activities associated with the mechanical transformation of the
modules to make them capable of handling the new materials and add different features to the
diapers. Many of the set-up modules are performed in parallel by one, two or more mechanics,
and several components are removed and replaced with new components corresponding to the
process requirements for the new product. These components are fixed to the machine using
conventional bolts, nuts or belts, and the tools used are conventional screw drivers and wrenches.
Since the modules are setup independently, the total changeover time is governed by the critical
module which is commonly known as the bottle neck.

3.1 Methodology
The methodology used to analyze the machines is based on the SMED techniques
described in Shingo (1985). Four stages are defined for setup reduction as described in the
following sections.
3.1.1 Preliminary stage: SMED STAGE 0
This is the initial stage in the process of SMED implementation. The setup process is
analyzed and described using a method known as Retrospective Improvement Opportunities, or in
other words, the Preliminary Stage audits the current setup practices. It is imperative to get as
many details as possible and placing special attention on this stage to be able to understand the
process and have enough detailed documentation material for the next stages. It is necessary to
collect data related to the process, the sequences of tasks required to perform it, the tools, the
components, the environment, the standard ways to perform the tasks and the way they are being
performed by the technicians, and why there are Gaps between the theory and practice. There is a
saying that something cannot be improved if it does not exist. In terms of the reengineering
process, unknown things are not taken into consideration, and therefore they cannot be improved.
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One of the best management practices when a project is conceptualized is to begin with the end in
mind. In this stage this principle has to be avoided, and the process has to be treated as a complete
unknown to avoid bias in the results. There are several ways to analyze a process; where most of
the techniques are described under the concept known as Process Management or at the initial
stages in most reengineering processes. In order to analyze the setup operation the following
sequence of activities is required:
1. Build a process chart from observing and documenting the standard procedure or by
simply interviewing the technicians in charge of the setup. In this chart all the tasks and
operations performed during a setup are schematized showing the time to perform each
task.
2. Analyze the setup process. Since the aim is to get the most information available from the
process, the best way to collect the data is using a video recorder because it allows the
researcher to analyze the video afterwards, get times, movements and activities. It also
allows the team and people involved in the process to see the film and enrich the
feedback and opportunities.
The following key considerations should be considered when a process is going to be
analyzed:
a. Avoid uncertainty and the related anxiety on the technicians. Explain the purpose of the
research, and why it is important to get the information using video recorders.
b. Do not anticipate the results of the study or convey solutions to the technicians in order to
prevent unusual preparations and anticipated work
c. Explain the importance of acting normally during the work.
d. Record every movement, focusing on the hands and tools performing the task. Also try to
get some shots on the posture, environment and accessibility of the equipment, tools, and
spare parts.
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e. Equipment: The video recorder should be able to get clear images considering the
environment, condition of the lighting, dust, and vibrations. There should be enough
battery life to record the process from the beginning to the end., One way to avoid having
to stop the recording to change the battery is to get an electric power supply close to the
machine and plug the charger into an outlet when possible. The media must be able to
record the entire process. If it is not possible and the media has to be changed, do not wait
until the media has no space. Try to find a space where a long repetitive operation is
being performed and the media space left is about 10%. It is important to get the time
when the media change begins and when the new media begins to record.
f.

Only study one person at a time; more than one person can be analyzed only if they are
working together at the same process and the main person analyzed never comes off
focus.

g. While recording, if the sound conditions are good, the researcher can annotate the activity
explaining some of the processes and images while also narrating some ideas that can be
useful on a further stage.
h. Make sure the camera has a time display on to be able to get the time spent at each task.
i.

While recording do not interact with the technicians, or do not replay any scene. If you
feel something is not well recorded, try to find another opportunity to record it again, in
another setup.

3. Analyze the video with the technicians and other people involved in the process. Make
them explain what they were doing and why they do it in that manner. Analyze the
difference between the real process and the theoretical one. Have a group discussion to
get their experiences and their thought about the causes for the differences.
4. Analyze the video in detail. Watch the video and study the different operations,
movements and tools involved in each task. Use the time display in the video to get the
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time of each task. Make a flow chart showing the tools, operations, sequence and time
required to perform each task. Compare the chart built from the study with the one given
by the technicians. Analyze the gaps between both processes.
5. Create a full descriptive process map. The process map shown in Figure 3-1 partitions the
setup process into logical modules that can be analyzed independently. The arcs in the
graph define precedence relationships among the activities. That is, activity 1 must
proceed activities 2, 3, 4 and 5. Similarly, activities 2, 3, 4 and 5 can be conducted
simultaneous. Each module is then partitioned into specific processes as shown in Figure
3-2 and detailed described in Table 3-1.Finally in Table 3-2 ,all the tasks are listed under
their different groups and sub-processes, showing the estimate completion time for each
task. Although the tables and charts are built from the most detailed to the less detailed,
they are presented in the opposite order to provide a better understanding of the process
before analyzing the detailed tasks.
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Figure 3-1: Process Chart.
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In order to analyze the process in a systematic way, all the tasks are analyzed from both an
aggregated view under logical hierarchies and according to their objectives as independent subprocesses as then at a far more detailed view. At the aggregate level, the sub-processes are
arranged in chronological order, showing the parallel tasks sequence as shown in Figure 3-1. The
process map allows a clear identification of the critical tasks, in order to prioritize the focus and
resources. A better understanding of the process is achieved if a modular representation graph is
also presented, as shown in Figure 3-3, because it shows the way the modules are arranged on the
machine. Then each sub-process is analyzed using the same principle as shown in Figure 3-2 and
Table 3-1. To aggregate the tasks, they are grouped according to their added value to the process.
Finally Figure 3-4 presents a 3D representation of the machine, which will give a better
visualization of the equipment.
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Figure 3-2: Full Process Chart
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Table 3-1: Full Process Chart Descriptive Table
Module

Operation
number

Operation description

Time
(min)

All
Formation wheel

1

Power Blockage

2

Preparation

Formation wheel

3

Replace formation frames

Formation wheel

4

Remove and connect removable screen

Formation wheel

5

Modify transmission

6

Formation wheel

6

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

4

Debulker

7

Preparation

Debulker

8

Modify transmission

10

Debulker

9

Modify shoes inserts

9

Debulker

10

Replace shells

Debulker

11

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

Ear Placement

12

Preparation

14

Ear Placement

13

Replace vacuum shells

86

Ear Placement

14

Reset stompers

Ear Placement

15

Blades Maintenance

38

Ear Placement

16

Exit conveyor reset

8

Ear Placement

17

Cleaning bar reset

8

Ear Placement

18

Hose maintenance

Ear Placement

19

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

Ear Former

20

Preparation

Ear Former

21

Modify vacuum shells

Ear Former

22

Hose Maintenance

Ear Former

23

Reset stompers

Ear Former

24

Reset Velcro folder

Ear Former

25

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

All

26

Leave material ready for startup
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Figure 3-3: Diaper Machine Modules

Figure 3-4: Diaper Machine 3D Representation
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Table 3-2: Full Descriptive Process Map
Task #

Task Description

Ear Placement
Preparation
10
Power blockage

Time
(min)
176.64
13.65
8.00

20

Open guard doors

0.2

30

Remove materials from module

1.2

40

Place the tool car close to the working area

0.40

50

Remove material supplier roll

1.10

60

Remove guide from exit conveyor

2.23

70

Movement around the module and the support accessories (table, toolbox)

Replace vacuum shells

0.52
86.25

80

Clean roll surface using air

3.05

100

Remove ear guide

6.57

110

Remove vacuum shell

8.30

120

Remove vacuum splitters

0.80

140

Set tools and components for next task

1.90

150

Clean inner roll cavity

5.00

160

Inner nut inspection

0.80

170

Clean vacuum splitters

7.40

180

Assembly vacuum splitters on roll

4.30

190

Clean shell inner strip

0.50

200

Assembly shells

210

Put bolts on shells

6.30

220

Calibrate shells using gauges

9.09

230

Cleaning the ear guide

0.70

240

assembly ear guide

4.37

250

Movement around the module and the support accessories (table, toolbox)

3.20

23.97

Reset stompers

5.89

260

Set tools and components for next task

0.80

270

Loosen entry stomper bolts

1.72

280

Reset entry stomper

1.30

290

Entry stomper Inspection and measurement

0.70

300

Adjust bolts

Blades maintenance

1.37
37.90

310

Set tools and components for next task

1.30

320

Cleaning and inspection of blades

6.70

340

Check status of lubricating roller for blade

0.70

350

Remove lubricating roller for blades nuts

1.83

360

Disconnect lubricant hose for lubricating roller for blades

370

Change the roll for the roller blade lubricator

1.97
14.40
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Table 3-2: Full Descriptive Process Map
Task #

Task Description

Time
(min)

380

Movement around the module and the support accessories (table, toolbox)

0.90

390

Mount lubricator roller for blades

0.60

400

Put Nuts

4.70

410

Connect lubricant hose for lubricating roller for blades

2.10

420

Set the roller

2.20

430

Apply lubricant to rollers

0.50

Exit conveyor reset

8.10

440

Set tools and components for next task

0.60

450

Remove exit conveyor stompers

1.20

460

Reset exit conveyor stomper

1.20

470

Assembly exit conveyor stomper

1.60

480

Change tape on exit conveyor lower roller

2.90

490

Connect exit conveyor stompers

0.60

Cleaning bar reset

7.95

500

Remove cleaning bar

0.45

510

Clean cleaning bar

0.60

520

Verify setting of cleaning bar

2.00

530

Remove bolts of cleaning bar accessories

1.10

540

Reset cleaning bar accessories

1.80

550

Assembly the cleaning bar

2.00

Hose maintenance

7.10

560

Set tools and components for next task

0.30

570

Loosen vacuum hose clamp

0.60

580

Clean hose inside

4.80

590

Assembly vacuum hose

1.40

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

9.80

600

Mount material supplier roll

1.80

610

Mount guides for exterior conveyor

4.80

620

Movement around the module and the support accessories (table, toolbox)

0.40

630

General cleaning of the module

2.80

Formation wheel
Preparation

136.17
9.98

640

Power blockage

8.00

650

Bring components close to working area

1.10

660

Set tools

0.88

Replace formation frames

99.74

670

Set tools

0.26

680

Initial mounting position

0.43
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Table 3-2: Full Descriptive Process Map
Task #

Task Description

Time
(min)

690

Remove bolts from frame

32.03

700

Moving to leave and bring frames

15.72

710

Load new frame

720

Put bolts

730

Move wheel to new position

740

Inspection

Replace formation frames

5.18
40.93
2.08
3.12
16.78

750

Remove bolts from screen

3.90

760

remove vacuum hose from screen

4.19

770

remove screen and leave it out of the machine

0.45

780

Movement to bring removable screen

0.37

790

Assembly removable screen

4.23

800

Connect vacuum hose to removable screen

3.64

Remove and connect removable screen

5.76

810

Movement to transmission area (back of machine)

0.98

820

Modify belt gear

4.03

830

Move to front of machine

0.75

Remove and connect removable screen

3.90

840

3.90

General cleaning of the module

Debulker

50.77

Preparation
850

8.00
Power blockage

8.00

Modify transmission

9.57

860

Movement to transmission area (back of machine)

0.75

870

Loosen belt

3.17

880

Movement to Operation area (front of machine)

0.75

890

Movement to transmission area (back of machine)

0.75

900

Adjust transmission belt

3.40

910

Move to front of machine

0.75

Modify shoes inserts

9.43

920

Remove four bolts

0.54

930

fix crane and lift

2.89

940

Change insert shoe

1.48

950

release crane and center shoe

2.83

960

Adjust bolts

Replace shells

1.69
20.77

970

Remove nuts using a power tool

4.00

980

Put side screws

1.83
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Table 3-2: Full Descriptive Process Map
Task #

Task Description

Time
(min)

990

Remove shell, take to side of machine and bring new shell

3.62

980

Put side screws

1.83

990

Remove shell, take to side of machine and bring new shell

3.62

1000

Put bolts

1.60

1010

Adjust bolts

7.89

1020

Remove side bolts

1.83

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

3.00

1030

3.00

General cleaning of the module

Ear Former

93.30

Preparation

9.35

1040

Power blockage

8.00

1050

Open guard doors

0.12

1060

Remove materials from module

0.72

1070

Clean roll surface using air

0.30

1080

Set tools and components for next task

0.22

Modify vacuum shells

44.35

1090

Remove screws

6.76

1100

Remove Shells

0.82

1110

Clean shells

1120

Clean inner roll cavity

1130

Mount shells

1140

Put screws

1150

Calibrate shells using gauges

8.70
12.63
2.31
10.13
3.00

Hose maintenance

7.61

1160

Loosen vacuum hose clamp

0.53

1170

Remove vacuum hose connector

1.23

1180

Clean vacuum duct

3.23

1190

Assembly hose connector

1.43

1200

Assembly vacuum hose and adjust clamp

1.19

Reset stompers

9.50

1210

Loose stompers

4.26

1220

Clean stompers

2.40

1230

Reset stomper position

1.39

1240

Adjust stomper

Reset Velcro folder

1.45
19.49

1250

Loosen Velcro folder screws

4.15

1260

Reset Velcro folder using gauges

8.11

1270

Adjust Velcro folder screws

5.07
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Table 3-2: Full Descriptive Process Map
Task #
1280

Task Description
Replace material supplier roll

Time
(min)
2.16

Finish module work and reassembly accessories

3.00

1290

3.00

General cleaning of the module

3.1.2 Separate internal and external setup: SMED STAGE 1
At this stage, tasks that can be carried out while the machine is running (external
elements) are separated from tasks that must be performed while the machine is stopped. Each
task is analyzed and classified as Internal or External. First recall from the SMED definition;
internal operations are the activities that must be performed while the machine is stopped, and
external operations are the activities that can be performed while the machine is still running. At
this stage it is important to focus only on classifying the operations without trying to improve or
modify any aspect of them; either to make them fall into one of these categories or to remove
them from the process. All the tasks that can be carried out while the machine is running without
any modification should be considered in this stage and classified as external. Table 3-3 show the
operations which naturally fall into the external classification operation without any major
modification. On further stages there will be enough time to improve the process. For practical
reasons all the tasks that are being performed while the machine is running will not be considered
in the analysis, only focus the attention on the tasks that are actually affecting the setup.
The most common external operations are planning, preparing parts and tools, and
transportation of required equipment close to working area.
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Table 3-3: Separating External Operations
Task Description
Ear placement
Movement around the module and support accessories

Original
Time
176.64
0.52

Improvement Action

Stage 1
New time
min

%

Improvement actions SMED Stage 1

167.71 5%

Cart for components

0.05

90%
90%

Set tools and components for next task

1.90

Specialized tool case

0.19

Movement around the module and support accessories

3.20

Cart for components

0.32

90%
90%

Set tools and components for next task

0.80

Specialized tool case

0.08

Set tools and components for next task

1.30

Specialized tool case

0.13

90%

Movement around the module and support accessories

0.90

Cart for components

0.09

90%
90%

Set tools and components for next task

0.60

Specialized tool case

0.06

Set tools and components for next task

0.30

Specialized tool case

0.03

90%

Cart for components

0.04

90%

Improvement actions SMED Stage 1

120.44 12%

Movement around the module and support accessories
Formation wheel

0.40
136.17

Bring components close to working area

1.10

Specialized carts to move vacuum frames

0.55

50%

Set tools

0.88

Specialized tool case

0.09

90%
90%

Set tools

0.26

Specialized tool case

0.03

Moving to leave and bring frames

15.72

Specialized carts to move vacuum frames

1.57

90

Debulker

50.77

Improvement actions SMED Stage 1

47.52

6%
90%

Remove shells, take to side of machine and bring new

3.62

Cart for components

0.36

Ear former

93.30

Improvement actions SMED Stage 1

93.11

0

Specialized tool case

0.02

90%

Set tools and components for next task

0.22

3.1.3 Convert internal setup to external setup: SMED STAGE 2
In this stage all the tasks that were considered as internal elements are analyzed,
regardless of the station or module where they belong. Relevant information that confirms the
correct classification and further optimization of the task is obtained. The following stages should
be followed:
1. Define the true function and purposes of each task in the setup process
2. Identify opportunities to convert each task from internal to external.
Most common modifications that take place to convert an internal to an external element
are having an extra component or system, this allows a presetting of the system, and only makes a
replacement instead of a setting while the machine is stopped. This improvement is known as
modular interchange and is one of the major improvements of the SMED technique. As in stage
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one, it important only to focus on the operation and process, and not on the parts and tools. Table
3-4 describes all the optimized tasks obtained at stage 2.
Table 3-4: Changing Internal to External Operations
Task Description
Ear placement
Clean vacuum splitter

Original
Time
176.64
7.40

Improvement Action

Stage 2
New time
min

%

135.5

19%

Extra set of splitters ready to be installed

0

100%

0

100%

Improvement actions SMED Stage 2

Clean shell inner strip

0.50

Extra shell ready to be installed

Cleaning the ear guide

0.70

Extra set of ear guides ready to be installed

0

100%

4.69

30%

Extra set of blade lubricator roll

0

100%
100%

Cleaning and inspection of blades

6.70

Extra set of blades ready to be installed

Change the roll for the roller blade lubricator

14.40

Apply lubricant to rollers

0.50

Extra set of blade lubricator roll

0

Reset exit conveyor stomper

1.20

Extra exit conveyor stomper ready

0

100%
100%

Clean and reset cleaning bar

0.60

Extra cleaning bar set and ready

0

Verify setting of cleaning bar

2.00

Extra cleaning bar set and ready

0

100%
100%
100%

Remove bolts of cleaning bar accessories

1.10

Extra cleaning bar set and ready

0

Reset cleaning bar accessories

1.80

Extra cleaning bar set and ready

0

Formation wheel
Debulker
Put side screws as handles

Improvement actions SMED Stage 2

120.44

0%

50.77

Improvement actions SMED Stage 2

42.25

11%

1.83

Permanent handles to move shells

0

100%
100%
100%

136.17

Put bolts

1.60

Bring all shells with bolts already on

0

Remove side bolts

1.83

Permanent handles to move shells

0

Ear Former

93.30

Improvement actions SMED Stage 2

Clean shells

8.70

Clean stompers

2.40

82.01

12%

Extra set of shells and stompers

0

100%

Extra set of shells and stompers

0

100%

3.1.4 Streamline all aspects of setup operations: SMED STAGE 3
In this stage all the remaining internal elements are analyzed in order to make the
operation more efficient. Many operations improved in the previous stages will still need some
structural modification to allow a simple assembly and dismounting. The reason why SMED
suggests three stages is because each stage requires much more work than the previous. Although
the SMED technique deals also with external elements in this stage, this research will only focus
on the remaining internal tasks.
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The main changes of this stage are related to the assembly mechanisms, adjustments,
tools, support equipment, transportation, accessibility and location.
The first stage in this stage is to analyze all the opportunities identified on the previous
stages and analyze what structural changes should be made to finish the optimization.
Recall from stage 1 that the main improvement opportunities are planning, preparing
parts and tools, transportation of required equipment close to working area, and calibrate new
components or spare parts. Now each solution is improved using some practical techniques like
checklists, functional checks, improved transport of components, improved access to components
and tools with specialized part carts and tool cases.
From stage 2 the main improvement is achieved by the modular interchange technique.
However, this will not generate a big effect if the mounting and locating of the new module
require several complex tasks. Therefore in this stage, the following aspects of the module should
be included: Jigs to center the new module, standardization on component sizes, special lifting
mechanism, using functional clamps, and fixing settings and centerlines.
Once all the improvements generated on previous stages are optimized, the final stage is
to analyze all remaining tasks to identify improvement opportunities like parallel operations,
reduced movements, elimination of adjustments, improvement of accessibility, use of cranks and
racks to modify position, and finally mechanization and automation with PLC´s. Table 3-5 shows
the detailed remaining activities and how they can be optimized.
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Table 3-5: Remaining tasks improvement
Task Description

Original
Time

Improvement Action

Stage 3
New time
min

%

135.5

19%

Ear placement

176.64

Power blockage

8.00

Better coordination before blocking

1.60

Remove guide from exit conveyor

2.23

Hinges to move back without removing

0.22

90%

Clear roll surface using air

3.05

Online cleaning system for Elmer Drums

-

100%

Remove ear guide

6.57

Use power tools with Bristol bolts

1.97

70%

Remove vacuum shell

8.30

Use power tools with Bristol bolts

2.49

70%

Clean inner roll cavity

5.00

Electrical cleaner brushes with blower

2.00

60%

Assembly shells

23.97

Open shell slot and alignables inserts

3.60

85%

Put bolts on shells

6.30

Use power tools with Bristol bolts

2.52

60%

Assembly ear guide

4.37

Use power tools with Bristol bolts

1.75

60%

Loosen entry stomper bolts

1.72

Modify axle to allow a single bolt stomper

0.43

75%

Adjust bolts

1.37

Modify axle to allow a single bolt stomper

0.34

75%

Remove lubricating roller for blades nuts

1.83

Parallel operation

-

100%

Disconnect lubricant hose from blade lubricator

1.97

Parallel operation

-

100%

Put Nuts

4.70

Parallel operation

-

100%

Connect lubricant hose for blade lubricator

2.10

Parallel operation

-

100%

Remove cleaning bar

0.45

Quick assembly cleaning bar

0.09

80%

Assembly the cleaning bar

2.00

Quick assembly cleaning bar

0.40

80%

Loosen vacuum hose clamp

0.60

Parallel operation

-

100%

Assembly vacuum hose

1.40

Parallel operation

-

100%

Mount guides for exterior conveyor

4.80

Hinges to move guides

0.48

90%

45.89

62%

1.60

80%

9.61

70%

16.37

60%

Formation wheel

136.17

Improvement actions SMED Stage 3

Improvement actions SMED Stage 3

80%

Power blockage

8.00

Remove bolts from frame

32.03

Better coordination before blocking
Use power tools with Bristol bolts

Put bolts

40.93

Use power tools with Bristol bolts

Remove bolts from screen

3.90

90%

4.19

One turn handle instead of nuts
Hook to hang frame at back of machine

0.39

Remove vacuum hose from screen

-

100%

Remove screen and leave it out of the machine

0.45

Hook to hang frame at back of machine

0.09

80%

Movement to bring removable screen

0.37

Hook to hang frame at back of machine

0.04

90%

Assembly removable screen

4.23

One turn handle instead of nuts

0.85

80%

Connect vacuum hose to removable screen

3.64

Hook to hang frame at back of machine

-

100%

Debulker

50.77

Improvement actions SMED Stage 3

22.92

46%

Power blockage

8.00

Better coordination before blocking

Movement to transmission area (back of machine)

0.75

Loosen belt

3.17

Open a front access to modify transmission
Open a front access to modify transmission

1.27

60%

Movement to Operation area (front of machine)

0.75

Open a front access to modify transmission

-

100%

Movement to Operation area (front of machine)

0.75

Open a front access to modify transmission

-

100%

Adjust transmission belt

3.40

Open a front access to modify transmission

1.36

60%

Move to front of machine

0.75

Open a front access to modify transmission

-

100%

Remove four bolts

0.54

Open hole for side assembly in DBK shoe

0.49

10%

1.60

80%

-

100%
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Table 3-5: Remaining tasks improvement
Task Description

Original
Time

Improvement Action

Stage 3
New time
min

%

Fix crane and lift

2.89

Special crane accessory to lift DBK shells

1.16

60%

Change insert shoe

1.48

Open hole for side assembly in DBK shoe

0.44

70%

Release crane and center shoe

2.83

Open hole for side assembly in DBK shoe

0.85

70%

Adjust bolts

1.69

Open hole for side assembly in DBK shoe

Ear former

93.30

Improvement actions SMED Stage 3

Power blockage

8.00

Remove screws

6.76

Put screws

0.51

70%

45.37

45%

Better coordination before blocking

1.60

80%

Use only one bolt to fix shells

3.72

45%

10.13

Use only one bolt to fix shells

5.57

45%

Loosen vacuum hose clamp

0.53

80%

1.23

No tool clamp for vacuum hose
No tool clamp for vacuum hose

0.11

Remove vacuum hose connector

-

100%

Assembly hose connector

1.43

No tool clamp for vacuum hose

-

100%

Assembly vacuum hose and adjust clamp

1.19

No tool clamp for vacuum hose

0.24

80%

Reset stomper position

1.39

Gauges to calibrate stompers

0.28

80%

Loosen Velcro folder screws

4.15

System to reset ear folder position

-

100%

Reset Velcro folder using gauges

8.11

System to reset ear folder position

0.81

90%

Adjust Velcro folder screws

5.07

System to reset ear folder position

-

100%

Replace material supplier roll

2.16

Replace 2 small rolls for one roll

1.19

45%

General cleaning of the module

3.00

No modify

3.00

0%

Each SMED stage gradually reduces the time of each operation, and as expected the
biggest improvements are obtained at stage 3 (see Table 3-6).

3.2 Industrial Engineering and Lean tools
At this SMED stage, several industrial engineering and Lean tools should be considered in order
to obtain a better result while analyzing the processes and designing the different optimization
alternatives.
3.2.1 Five Ss Methodology
The 5Ss methodology is based on sort, organize, clean, standardize and sustain. The main
objective is to educate the workers to maintain their work environment in an orderly and
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organized manner. Based on the SMED objectives, the 5Ss provides an organized way to sort the
tools and spare parts in order to be easily reached by the workers while performing the tasks.
Table 3-6: Setup time variation at each SMED stage.
TIME UNITS IN MINUTES
Task description
Ear placement

SETUP TIME (min)

STAGE 1

Original
Setup time

Optimized
Setup time

STAGE 2

New
Time

%

New
Time

STAGE 3
%

New
Time

%

176.64

49.42

167.71

5%

135.50

19%

49.42

64%

Preparation

13.65

4.77

13.18

3%

13.18

0%

4.77

64%

Replace vacuum shells

86.25

29.82

81.66

5%

73.06

11%

29.82

59%

5.89

2.85

5.17

12%

5.17

0%

2.85

45%

Reset stompers
Blades maintenance

37.90

-

35.92

5%

19.01

47%

-

100%

Exit conveyor reset

8.10

6.36

7.56

7%

6.36

16%

6.36

0%

Cleaning bar reset

7.95

0.49

7.95

0%

2.45

69%

0.49

80%

Hose maintenance

7.10

-

6.83

4%

6.83

0%

-

100%

Finish module work and reassembly

9.80

5.12

9.44

4%

9.44

0%

5.12

136.17

45.89

120.44

12%

120.44

0%

45.89

46%
%
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9.98

2.24

8.64

13%

8.64

0%

2.24

74%

Replace formation frames

99.74

38.39

85.37

14%

85.37

0%

38.39

55%

Remove and connect removable screen

16.78

1.36

16.78

0%

16.78

0%

1.36

92%

Formation
accessories wheel
Preparation

Modify transmission

5.76

-

5.76

0%

5.76

0%

-

100%

Finish module work and reassembly

3.90

3.90

3.90

0%

3.90

0%

3.90

0%

50.77

22.92

47.52

6%

42.25

11%

22.92

46%

8.00

1.60

8.00

0%

8.00

0%

1.60

80%

9.57

2.63

9.57

0%

9.57

0%

2.63

73%

Debulker
accessories
Preparation
Modify transmission
Modify shoes inserts
Replace Shells
Finish module work and reassembly

9.43

3.44

9.43

0%

9.43

0%

3.44

64%

20.77

12.25

17.52

16%

12.25

30%

12.25

0%

3.00

3.00

3.00

0%

3.00

0%

3.00

0%

Ear
former
accessories
Preparation

93.30

45.37

93.11

0%

82.01

12%

45.37

45%

9.35

2.76

9.16

2%

9.16

0%

2.76

70%

Modify vacuum shells

44.35

28.05

44.35

0%

35.65

20%

28.05

21%

Hose maintenance

7.61

3.57

7.61

0%

7.61

0%

3.57

53%

Reset stompers

9.50

5.99

9.50

0%

7.10

25%

5.99

16%

19.49

2.00

19.49

0%

19.49

0%

2.00

90%

3.00

3.00

3.00

0%

3.00

0%

3.00

0%

Reset Velcro folder
Finish module work and reassembly
accessories

Figure 3-5.1 shows a picture of an unorganized toolbox, where it can be easily seen that
far more tools than what required are mixed randomly in the tool box, making it difficult to find
the required tools. Figure 3-5.2 portrays the 3D representation of a tool tray used to sort only the
required tools for a specific job at each module. This ensures that the required tools are close to
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the working area, and it also makes it easier to find them, avoiding wasting time looking for tools.
This solution also ensures a standardized way of storing the tools since each one has a unique
position.
3.2.2 Visual Factory
The visual factory provides a methodology to store components and tools allowing fast
accessibility. It also ensures that each tool and accessory is self explained under its natural
usability. Figure 3-6 shows a cart to store and transport the components of the formation wheel,
and avoid waste due to excess of movements.
Figure 3-5.1: An unorganized toolbox

Figure 3-5.2: Only required tools (after 5S)

Figure 3-6: Support cart based on visual
factory

Figure 3-7: Components warehouse
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3.2.3 TPM- Total productive maintenance
A TPM program covers all aspects of the machine maintenance; however its contribution
to setup time reduction is achieved by ensuring the quality of the components, tools and spare
parts. Figure 3-7 shows that the components are stored on shelves at the warehouse, ready and
inspected for the next changeover.
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a discussion of the approach taken in this research was presented. The
chapter contained the methodology for analyzing a production process and developed a setup
reduction project based on SMED. The process was also complemented with other Industrial
Engineering tools, improving the result due to the synergic relation obtained from using several
tools. The methodology followed the SMED four stages and used the complementary tools as a
support during the design and implementation process. As part of the SMED methodology, the
process was analyzed and described as a process map, and then each stage was followed
identifying potential improvement alternatives according to the stage parameters and
requirements Finally, all the alternatives, with their respective potential benefit, were listed in
order to be prepared for the next step, where the implementation sequence is defined.
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Chapter 4
Task Analysis and Optimization
During the SMED implementation process, tasks are analyzed and several modifications
are considered in order to make the parts and processes more flexible and efficient during setup.
However it is not possible to modify all tasks at the same time and some of the alternatives will
not generate enough time reduction to be worth implementing. In some cases, the total setup will
not yield the required benefit because the solution is not applied to the critical module or the
bottleneck activity.
To decide which alternative should be implemented and the order of implementation, a
critical path algorithm is used where the critical activities of the bottleneck module are optimized
until the selected module setup time is no longer the longest. Then the new critical module is
analyzed using the same principle.

4-1 Iterative Process:

1. From Stages 1 and 2 of the SMED process, the time is reduced as showed in Table 4-1
Table 4-1: Time reduction at stages 1 & 2
Task Description
Ear Placement
Formation Wheel
Debulker
Ear Former

Starting
Time
176.64
136.17
50.77
93.30

Stage 1
New Time
167.71
120.44
47.52
93.11

%

Stage 2

%

5%
12%
6%
0%

New Time
135.50
120.44
42.25
82.01

19%
0%
11%
12%
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2. Identify the critical (longest) module.
Table 4-2: Setup time in minutes for each module

Task Description
Ear Placement
Formation Wheel
Debulker
Ear Former

Starting
time (after
stage 2
135.5
120.44
42.25
82.01

150.00
100.00
50.00
EAR
PLACEMENT

FORMATION
WHEEL

DEBULKER

EAR FORMER

According to Table 4-2 the longest time is on the Ear Placement module, thus this is the first
module to optimize until the total time is below the next module, which is the formation wheel
with 121 min.
3. In order to decide which task to optimize at the Ear Placement module, the reduction time for
each task is estimated and the tasks are listed in descendent order with respect to the time
reduction. Then the required amount of time to be reduced is computed finding the difference
between the Ear Placement time and the next critical module, which is the formation wheel
from Table 4-2.
135.5-120.44 = 15.06
So the first group of tasks to optimize should generate a time reduction greater than 16 min.
From Table 4-3, it is apparent that by improving task 200 – Assembly shells by opening shell
slot and make inserts align is the most significant improvement to implement.
As it is shown in Figure 4-1, the original set of shells have a slot opening at a right angle, and
due to the slot`s purpose, there should be very little tolerance between the slot and the blade
that gets inside once it has been assembled, to split the inner chamber into two different
cambers. Thus it is very difficult to find the correct position of the shell during the setup. The
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proposed redesign creates a chamfered slot with a small angle opening, as it is shown in
Figure 4-2, which makes the slot wider at the section where the blade is inserted into the shell.
Figure 4-1: Vacuum shell’s original slot from the Ear placement module

Figure 4-2: Vacuum shell’s chamfered open slot from the Ear placement modules

.
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Table 4-3: Alternative action selected

Task

Task description

Original
time
23.97

Stage
3 New
time

Improvement
alternative
Open Shell slot and make all
inserts the alignables

3.60

%

Time
reduction

85%

20.37

200

Assembly Shells

10

Power block age

8.00

Bring general switch to the
front of the machine and be
prepared to block

1.60

80%

6.4

110

Remove vacuum
shell

8.30

Improve bolt heat quality
and use a power tool

2.49

70%

5.8

580

Clean hose inside

4.80

Parallel task

-

100%

4.8

400

Put Nuts

4.70

Parallel task

-

100%

4.7

100

Remove ear guide

6.57

Improve bolt heat quality
and use a power tool

1.97

70%

4.6

4. The new balance of modules is shown in Table 4-4
Table 4-4: Time change after improving
Task
Description
Ear placement
Formation wheel
Debulker
Ear former

Starting
Time
135.50
120.44
42.25
82.01

Reduced New
Time
time
20.00
115.50
0
120.44
0
42.25
0
82.01

New time

150

Reduced time

100
50
EAR PLACEMENT

FORMATION
WHEEL

DEBULKER

EAR FORMER

The critical module then becomes the Formation Wheel, with a 120.44 minute setup time.
Table 4-4 shows the setup time for each module and the new critical module. The time to
improve has to be greater than the difference between the Formation Wheel and the Ear
Placement.
Time to improve = 120.44 – 115.50 = 4.94
5. These iterations are repeated until there is no more opportunity to reduce the time at one
module, which will become the new critical path for the setup. The original critical module
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can still be the bottleneck; however after SMED is implemented, the total completion time
should be reduced more than 50% of the original time, and the difference of time between the
critical module and the others should be less than 10%.

Although there might still be

opportunity to continue reducing other modules and even eliminating setup tasks, these should
not be considered at this time.
Table 4-5 shows the new time for each module and the comparison between the original and
the optimized time. On one hand, there is a great time reduction at modules like the Ear
Table 4-5: New time balance
Module
Ear placement
Formation wheel
Debulker
Ear former
Parallel task

Original
Time
176.64
136.17
58.67
92.96
0

New
Time
48.04
46.27
38.7
39.36
19.26

Reduced
Time
128.6
89.9
19.97
53.6
31.54

Figure 4-3: New time balance comparative chart

PARALLEL TASK
EAR FORMER
DEBULKER

New time

Reduced time
FORMATION WHEEL
EAR PLACEMENT
0

50

100

150

200

placement and formation wheel ( around 60% of time reduction). On the other hand, the time
range between modules was reduced from two hours to approximately ten minutes. By having
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all modules setup similar times there is a much better resources assignment and idle time is
reduced. The appendix contains the detailed optimization alternatives proposed, some of
which have been already implemented.

4.2 Modular Interchange
Recalling from the stage 2 analysis, where internal operations are converted to external
operations, the modular interchange technique is considered one of the major SMED contributors
to the time reduction Shingo (1985). When using modular interchange, instead of changing and
resetting the components of the module on the machine while it is stopped, a second module is
prepared for the required setting off line while the machine is running. Therefore the required
amount of work during the setup process is reduced considerably. Another benefit of using the
modular interchange technique is associated with maintenance. Since the new module has been
assembled in a shop setting, the working conditions allow a better care of the setting details and
also it receives full maintenance and cleaning of all the components. Therefore, the new module
has a better performance and improves the efficiency during the startup.
The following considerations must be taken into account when a module interchange process is
designed.
1. Access and guards in order to ensure an adequate access for the crane and forklift used to
remove and install the module.
2. Electronic connectivity, use plugs
3. Mechanical connection, ensure that all belts, motors, gears, etc. are considering quick coupling
techniques
4. Pneumatic and hydraulic connection must use quick coupling systems
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5. Guides and center points to set the position of the module. Figure 4-4 Show a conceptual
design of the guides required for guiding and centering the module.
6. Functional clamps like U shaped washers, clamps or any one motion method should be used to
fix the module to the machine.
To illustrate this technique the ear placement module is analyzed
Figure 4-4: Centering guides for modular interchange

As it can be gleaned from Table 4-3, the analysis showed that although the modular
interchange was taking place, only the main module was replaced and then all the small
accessories like hoses, stompers, cleaners, etc. were removed from the original module and
installed on to the new format module; therefore, 50 % of the time was wasted in these small
tasks. The other issue was the action of centering the new module to the correct position, since
the both surfaces, the module base and the machine base are flat, there are no guides to mount the
module. This task took several trials to finally place the module, also the mechanics required to
make a lot of effort to move the module to center the holes with the bolts. This action required
about 14% of the total time. Finally, the module did not have built in hooks, therefore a set of
hooks was had to be fastened to the module to remove it, and also to load the new module on the
machine took about 3 % of the time. Table 4-6 details the task sequence for the modular
interchange process.
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Table 4-6: Modular Interchange Process Map
Task Nº
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Task Description
Remove conveyors and guards from the module
Disconnect transmission gear and belts
Fasten hooks to the module
Disconnect Hoses, electronic plugs, hydraulic plugs
Unfasten the bolts to release the module from the machine
Loft and remove the module from machine
Remove hoses, stompers, blade cleaner from original module
Install hoses, stompers, blade cleaner from original module
Calibrate stompers, blades and cleaners at new module
Fasten hooks to new module
Lift and install new module
Center the module to the proper position
Fasten the bolts to fix the module to the machine
Connect electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic plugs
Connect transmission gear and belt
TOTAL SETUP TIME

Time
(min)
3.6
2.4
1.2
2.4
4.8
6.0
18
30
12
2.4
9.6
16.8
4.8
2.4
3.6
120.0

%
3%
2%
1%
2%
4%
5%
15%
25%
10%
2%
8%
14%
4%
2%
3%
100%

This analysis showed that although some SMED techniques were applied, the result was
not as good as expected because there were some details left over without optimizing. Therefore
by applying SMED techniques to these tasks it is very easy to remove 67% from the modular
interchange.
After optimizing the modular interchange the time was reduced from 120 up to 40 min as
it is appreciated at Table 4-7.
Table 4-7: New setup time after applying SMED
Task Nº
1
2
3
4

Task Description
Remove conveyors and guards from the module
Disconnect transmission gear and belts
Fasten hooks to the module
Disconnect Hoses, electronic plugs, hydraulic plugs

Time
(min)
3.6
2.4
2.4

%
3%
2%
0%
2%
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Table 4-7: New setup time after applying SMED
Task Nº
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Task Description
Unfasten the bolts to release the module from the machine
Loft and remove the module from machine
Remove hoses, stompers, blade cleaner from original module
Install hoses, stompers, blade cleaner from original module
Calibrate stompers, blades and cleaners at new module
Fasten hooks to new module
Lift and install new module
Center the module to the proper position
Fasten the bolts to fix the module to the machine
Connect electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic plugs
Connect transmission gear and belt
TOTAL SETUP TIME

Time
(min)
4.8
6.0
9.6
4.8
2.4
3.6
39.6

%
4%
5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
8%
0%
4%
2%
3%
33%

4.3 Potential design change: Automation
When dealing with the streamlining of all aspects of the Setup operation, mechanization
and automation are good alternatives; however, Shingo (1985) and Mac Donell (1996) suggested
that mechanization should be considered only after all the SMED stages have been completed.
The reason for implementing it at the end of the process is because the redesign of the equipment
to make them automated is very expensive, so there might be other solutions which are more
efficient at previous stages. Because some designs might only work with specific hardware, there
might still be problems with the processes and other parts of the machine. Automated equipment
will not improve this condition. It is possible that the production machines could be modified so
that they are programmable. That is, the machines might be re designed so that run time
components might be manipulated automatically, eliminating much of the setup requirements.
This means redesign the modules to make them automated and programmable, Groover (2008).
By doing this, all the changeover tasks are controlled by the PLC system and each product type
has all the settings stored in the system allowing an automated setup. The only remaining task
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should be changing the materials according to the new products bill of materials. To illustrate this
idea, a conceptual design of the ear placement module is going to be analyzed.
As can be seen in Figure 4-5, the Ear placement module is composed of two rolls
mounted and aligned vertically in a frame. Each roll has certain components located in a mirror
way in order to cut the ear and place it in the corresponding position at each side of the diaper.
The lower cylinder has four blades, two for each side. The upper one is also composed of two
mirror cylinders mounted on a roll. Each cylinder has two shells with the ear pattern vacuum
holes and two shells with the liner pattern. Each diaper has its own combination of ear pattern
size and distance between shells.
Figure 4-5: Ear placement module showing the fix frame and rolls with movable
components.

As the diapers increase in size, the distance between the vacuum shells must be increased.
There is also a difference in the ear size, having three shell formats, one for Large, Extra Large
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and Extra Extra Large sizes, one for Small and Medium sizes, and one for New Born size. In
order to make the machine capable of producing each diaper size, the shells have to be replaced
by the respective sizes and the distance between them is modified to the corresponding setting.
Each diaper size has its own distance setting, and as it has been shown in Table 3-2, this process
requires 60 tasks taking 3 hours to complete. The conceptual design proposed modifies the
structure of the module, instead of having a fixed frame with two cylinders with movable parts
that require a modification of the distances between the components, moving one shell at a time
and having to calibrate all the accessories, like stompers and liners, to maintain the alignment
between vertical components. The conceptual design suggests that there are four cylinders with
fixed components, mounted on two mirror frames, as it can be seen in Figure 4-6. To modify the
distance between the parts of the cylinders, one frame is mounted on a movable surface, therefore
the whole frame slides, modifying the distance between the parts of the cylinders, keeping all the
components vertically aligned. Since there is only one dimension movement, there is no problem
to make it programmable and allow the PLC to control the system to set every position
automatically. There is no change in the way the module operates, since the force is transmitted in
the same way as the previous design. The only difference is that the cylinders are connected by a
retractable shaft which transmits the force and each cylinder is supported by a central structure
with bearings to ensure the alignment.
The other change proposed in the conceptual design is related to the vacuum holes pattern, and
the need to change the shells between the different sizes. In order to make the roll able to handle
the different ear sizes, the concept shell has the pattern of the biggest ear size, and inside the
cylinder there is a set of activator pins that open and close some holes according to the setting for
each presentation. Figure 4-7 shows a method to activate specific holes located inside the cylinder
and how they operate in order to modify the hole pattern. The pins can be powered either by a
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solenoid system or by a small electric motor, as long as they can have two different positions,
open and closed, commanded by the machine PLC according to the setting.
Figure 4-6: Conceptual Design for the ear placement module

Figure 4-7: Inner side of the cylinder with the activator pins

.
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By automating the setup, there is a gain in the process time and the main benefit is related
to the possibility of making the setup without human intervention, which allows performing the
process without shutting down the power, and so all the adhesive heaters and computers will be
operative during setup, contributing to a better startup.
Although there has been a great improvement in the setup time, it is still too long to be
considered a flexible operation. On the other hand, there is still a big issue associated to the
startup operations and all the operational problems that occur after the startup until the machine is
stabilized. However since the startup process is not independent from the setup process, until the
setup time optimization process is completed, the startup process should not be analyzed, since
many problems at this stage might already be solved and new issues might appear with the
actions implemented during the setup optimization process.

4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the application methodology for reducing setup presented an iterative
algorithm that was used to achieve the desired setup reductions. All the modules that are treated
in parallel are compared, identifying the two modules that have the largest setup times. Then the
difference between them is computed and the task that has a potential time reduction 10% larger
than the difference between the two modules is identified, and the alternative is considered as one
of the potential solutions to be implemented. Then the process is repeated until there are no more
improvement opportunities in one of the modules. This module is considered the new critical
module. The other modules should have a process time approximately 10 % lower than the new
critical module, if not, and if there are still other alternatives to be implemented, the process
should continue.

As part of the different improvement alternatives, two concepts were

considered. The first one is the modular interchange, where the module is replaced by a
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completely maintained and set module. This alternative should be used every time it is physically
and economically feasible, because the benefit is not only perceived during the changeover, but
during the normal operation. The module performs much better since it was already maintained
and people spent more time assembling it and modifying its features. The other concept is the
automation of the changeover, which allows a complete or partial changeover without human
intervention. This alternative should also be considered because there are safety and quality
issues involved in the benefits. Every time there is the option of doing modular interchange or
automation, these alternatives should be analyzed and contrasted with all the small simple
solutions.
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Chapter 5
Summary

5.1 Summary
A methodology for designing a Setup time reduction program based mainly on SMED, as
well as other complementary industrial engineering and Lean manufacturing techniques was
developed for use in a diaper production system. Changeover processes and equipment were
analyzed, and the equipment design was also considered, ensuring the sustainability of the
improved process. The methodology took into account the implementation of SMED
methodology, and the redesign of processes, tools, accessories and one of the critical modules. A
conceptual design of a fully automatic module was developed, showing the required mechanisms
to make it capable of modifying its features to produce different products, controlled by a PLC
system. Finally a general setup improvement process for diaper machines was developed for a
leading multi-national health and hygiene company. The methodology implemented was a hybrid
process, considering the SMED system as a process framework and other Industrial Engineering
and Lean tools as leveraging agents, in order to maximize the result at each stage. After the
design and implementation was concluded, a virtuous circle starts. Since most redesigns are
simple and obvious, once the new designs begin to be implemented and people see the results,
they begin to suggest new and better ways to improve the process and equipment. Thus it is
important to be conscious about this effect to take advantage of new ideas for the next step. This
research was conducted until the first set of alternative designs was implemented satisfactorily
and the expected time reduction was achieved. However the factory managers were alerted to the
post SMED-process improvement effect and they began to capture the new suggestions for
further implementation.
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Before this research, the changeover process lasted approximately 5 hours, which cost
around $ 280,000 yr for each machine. Since, the diaper production facility had four machines
with similar problems, they were spending more than one million dollars a year only on
changeovers. After implementing process, tools and equipment improvement designs, the setup
time was reduced to 58 minutes on average, which represents approximately $ 0.5 MM cost
saving per year. Although the startup process was not part of this research, there was a significant
reduction in the startup time, reducing the time from 1.4 hour on average to 0.92, and the average
product waste was reduced from 22,000 to 16,000 representing around 20% of waste, gaining
10% of efficiency during the startup process. Altogether there was a cost saving of US$ 152,000
yr for each machine representing an increase in the operative profit of US$ 600,000 yr. Also there
is an efficiency gain during startups of 10% which represents extra US$ 70,000 in cost savings
per year.

5.2 Conclusion
A successful design and implementation of a SMED process was conducted at a
production facility of the Latin American, achieving early results of reducing the setup time by
60%, generating savings of more than one million dollars per year, with the opportunity to
expanding this research implementation to the more than 35 machines in Latin America, and
more than 150 machines around the world, potentially generating important savings and improve
responsiveness.
Industrial companies are facing a complex environment, where consumers demand better
quality and specialized products at lower prices, and there is an aggressive competition among the
different producers. These factors are forcing companies to reduce selling prices as well as
increase the variety of products while the supply chain management must improve the
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responsiveness by increasing the frequency of setups. Also very little profit is left for the
producers, and also very little error margin. Under these industry conditions, the strategy should
be to focus on efficiency at every level. Since there are several forms of waste related to the setup
processes, it is extremely important that companies implement a setup optimization program to
make them capable of offering a wider variety of products with lower production volumes, and
low production and inventory cost.
This research analyzed a diaper machine setup process and followed the SMED
methodology complemented with other Industrial Engineering tools. Every SMED stage
contributed to reduce a portion of the setup time; however it was observed that the amount of
time reduced was bigger for the higher stages. Although the last SMED stage provides the largest
time reduction, it cannot be implemented until the previous stages have been concluded
satisfactorily. The final result was successfully achieved improving the changeover time in 60 %
due to the following key factors:
1. Involve the people in the process from the beginning.
2. Make sure that the management understand the original situation with its problems
and believe in the potential benefit of the project.
3. Encourage them to improve the process and equipment they are used to work with
(challenge the status quo).
4. Design simple and possible solutions, if they are easily implemented, the results will
be seen quickly and the people will begin generating new solutions.
5. The designs must consider the user’s needs, as part of the context of use in order to
ensure the process/equipment usability and the improvements sustainability. For the
sake of this research, the users are considered the people directly involved in the
changeover process.
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The project was successfully implemented, and the goal was achieved, however, there
were several tasks and stages of the project that did not provide the desired result and/or were not
successfully conducted. For example at the beginning there were several problems while
recording the tasks on video, because there were several modules/people filmed at the same time,
which was very difficult to analyze afterwards because there were several moments when a
worker was not filmed, loosing important events and also it was impossible to compute the task
time. This issue was solved during the project and for the following events; only one module was
recorded and analyzed at the same time. Another thing to consider while analyzing the tasks is
that, although the research deals with the required time to perform each task, it should not be
considered as a time and movement research, therefore there is no need to analyze several times
each module, however each module must be analyzed at least two times to have the opportunity
to contrast the process.
Complementing SMED with several Industrial Engineering and Lean tools created a
synergic effect at the overall objective, and sometimes it might be more efficient to have many
small and simple changes that one big and complex modification.

5.3 Future Research
This research reveals many opportunities at the production facilities by improving the
equipment design. Therefore the machinery design teams should be alerted to these opportunities
in order to introduce the SMED system changes into the new equipment. The next generation
equipment must allow a quick assembly and modular interchangeability, in order to make the
changeover completely automatic.
The work related to this thesis also leads to several extensions, like different SMED
implementation projects at other industries, and also different ways to interpret and integrate the
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SMED system with other Lean and Industrial Engineering tools. However an obvious and natural
extension should be the next step on a changeover process, which is the startup or run-up time
reduction and process optimization. When the statistics were analyzed for this research, it was
found that the startup process time was on average 1.4 hours. Although the startup time is half of
the setup time, the need for attention comes because during this stage, a huge amount of raw
material is consumed while the trial productions are coming out until the machine is stabilized
and the product quality reaches the required standards. It was appreciated during the research that
even after the startup was concluded, there were several operative problems that followed a
changeover process, and sometimes the machine did not achieve a standard production rate even
after a full shift. The histogram on Figure 5-1 shows an average of 21,734 diapers of waste during
a startup, which is about 30% of waste, with an average cost of $2,200, therefore a startup
represents not only the opportunity cost of $2,100 x 1.4 = $ 2,940 but also the real raw material
waste cost of $ 2,200, which can go up to US$ 6,400 as it can be appreciated at Figure 5-1,
reflected as the outlier of 64,000 units of waste. The startup time reduction and process
optimization should be considered after the setup optimization process has concluded, because
the required tasks and problems are related to the setup tasks. Thus, if part of the setup process
has been removed or changed, it might be followed by a different requirement during a startup,
and many problems faced before the setup optimization process, might be solved at the setup
stage.
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Figure 5-1- Histogram of waste during startup process
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Appendix: Detailed optimization alternatives

A.1 Carts to store and move components close to the working area
The formation wheel has a between 12 and 14 frames, which have to be replaced every
setup for the corresponding one. As it can be seen in Figure A-1 the frames are too big and heavy
to be placed close to the machine, so they are located 5 m from the machine, and the workers
have to walk that distance to leave the remover frame and bring the new frame.
A cart was designed and built (see Figure A-2) to move the frames close to the machine
during the setup and then move them to the storage position.
Figure A-1: Frame carried by the workers

Figure A-2 Cart for moving frames
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A-2 Specialized toolbox
Each module has a complete toolbox with more tools than what is required, therefore
there is wasted time while the workers are searching for the required tools to perform the task and
then storing the tool after finishing. (See Figure A-3)
A specialized toolbox with only the indispensable tools for each module will be provided
in addition to the original toolbox. This will allow an easy seek for the right tool, as seen in
Figure A-4. The reason why the tool boxes they have right now are still going to be considered is
because they have to be prepared to solve incidental problems.
Figure A-3: Unorganized toolbox

Figure A-4: Toolbox with the required tools
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A-3 Handles to assembly guards and parts of the machine

The Formation wheel is covered with a chamber to keep the cellulose
powder contained while it is being captured by the vacuum frames. A section of
the frame has to be removed in order to have access to change the vacuum frames.
This was assembled with conventional bolts as seen in Figure A-5.
The conventional bolts were replaced by handles to allow a quick
disassembly, as shown in Figure A-6
Figure A-5: Conventional bolts to remove
chamber cover

Figure A-6: Handles to remove
chamber cover
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A-4 Power assisted tools
In the formation wheel, each vacuum frame is assembled to the machine using between 6
and 10 bolts, and since there are around fourteen frames there can be up to 140 bolts to be
removed and reinstalled using conventional tools.(see Figure A-7)
Power assisted tools were used to perform this task, and the bolts were replaced for
stronger Bristol head bolts to resist the tool power (See Figure A-8)

Figure A-7: Conventional tools

Figure A-8: Power assisted tool
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A-5 Hooks for locating a removed part of the machine, i.e. Formation chamber
The chamber removed from the formation wheel has to be moved away from the
machine, as seen in Figure A-9, this required not only the extra movement but also some extra
work to disconnect the vacuum hose.
A hook is attached to the chamber cover to hang it at the back of the machine where there
is enough space.(see Figure A-10)
Figure A-9: Removing chamber away from machine

Figure A-10: Hook and hanger for chamber cover
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A-6 Handles to reset equipments and machine components
The Ear former has at the end an equipment that bends the Velcro and the fabric. Every
diaper size has its own setting, thus to reset the bender, several nuts and bolts must be loosen and
tighten, Figure A-11 shows the drawing of the original equipment for ear bending.
A handle that modifies the distance between the Velcro bender is installed in the same
mechanism, allowing a quick reset of the equipment, without using any tool, as shown in Figure
A-12
Figure A-11: Original Velcro bender mechanism

Nuts for setting

Figure A-12: Velcro bender mechanism with handles for resetting
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A-7 Improve accessibility to avoid extra movement
Most of the setup tasks are performed at the front or the operation side of the machine,
however there are some modifications at the back, or the transmission side of the machine, for
example, when the Debultker shells are replaced, the roll diameter changes according to the new
setting, which also affect the distance between the motor and the gear. Thus before changing the
shells, the belt must be loosen, by turning the motor support nut, as shown in Figure A-13,which
is at the back of the machine, as shown in Figure A-14
Figure A-13: Original belt adjuster

Figure A-14: Cross section representation of the Debulker
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This task must be performed before and after replacing the shells, which requires extra movement
to from the front to the back of the machine,
A gear system is installed to allow loosening and tightening the belt from the front of the
machine. As shown in Figure A-15, the system consists of two angular gears that transfer the
circular movement from the front to the back of the machine.
Figure A-15: Gear mechanism for belt adjustments from the front of the machine
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A-8 Permanent manipulation accessories
Some components are not designed to be manipulated, therefore several accessories are
attached to allow maneuverability while removing and installing the component during the setup.
For example to remove the Debulker shells, four big bolts are attached to the lateral side of the
shell as shown in Figure A-16
Permanent handles are attached to the plates, which allow an appropriate way of handling
either by hand as show in Figure A-17 or by a crane as shown in Figure A-18
Figure A-16: Bolts attached to the Debulker Shell

Figure A-17: Handles to manipulate the
Debulker shells

Figure A-18: Hooks to lift the Debulker
drum with a crane
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A-9 Slot disassemble render
Some components and accessories are replaced during a setup process, and to do so, the
pin or bolt that attaches the component to the machine has to be removed completely. For
example the Debulker shoes are replaced by removing four pins, as shown in Figure A-19,
causing some difficulties to find the pin position when it is reassembled.
An open slot is considered as an alternative for replacing the component without
removing the pin completely as shown in Figure A-20
Figure A-19: Disassemble mechanism removing pins

Figure A-20: Disassemble mechanism with open slot

